Spectral tunability is key for controlling light-matter interactions, critical for many applications including emission control, surface enhanced spectroscopy, sensing, and thermal control. Particularly in the subwavelength range, tuning plasmonic resonances has been essential in controlling color, typically achieved by controlling the size of plasmonic nanoparticles, antennas and metamaterials. In obtaining a large range of spectral tunability, it is preferable to operate near an optical resonance rather than a broadband plasmonic response. Nevertheless, it is in general easier to tune a broadband optical response rather than a resonant one since resonances in nanophotonics typically entail subwavelength-scale geometrical features.

From a very wide range of recently investigated metamaterials and heterostructures for spectral control, particular emphasis has been given to hyperbolic media, due to enhanced light-matter interactions arising from a larger range of wavenumbers available for propagating modes. These media are in generally uniaxial and support a hyperbolic frequency dispersion given by the equation

$$\frac{k^2}{\epsilon_o} + \frac{k^2}{\epsilon_e} = \frac{\omega^2}{c^2}$$

(1)

where $\epsilon_o$ and $\epsilon_e$ refer to the ordinary (in-plane) and extraordinary (out-of-plane) dielectric permittivity, respectively. Due to the different sign in $\epsilon_o$ and $\epsilon_e$, upon fixing the frequency $\omega$, the isofrequency diagram of the relevant electromagnetic modes opens up into a hyperbola, giving rise to a very large density of optical states, promising for waveguiding, emission engineering and Purcell enhancement. thermal photonics, lasing, and imaging. Particularly, near the epsilon-near-zero frequency crossing of either $\epsilon_o$ or $\epsilon_e$, many exciting phenomena can be supported, the most prominent of which is light propagation with near-zero phase advance.

There has been significant effort in frequency-tuning of the optical response of hyperbolic metamaterials. For this, particular interest holds the case of graphene, a well-studied monolayer material for electronics and in infrared photonic. Namely, the dielectric properties of graphene can be dynamically tuned via optical pumping or with electrostatic modulation of its carrier concentration with field-effect gating, often targeting tunable plasmonic properties.

The high degree of localization of graphene plasmons, together with the dielectric tunability of graphene provides a promising platform for investigating tunable graphene-based hyperbolic metamaterials. There has already been considerable theoretical effort in the past decade to understand the properties of tunable graphene metamaterials, with significant focus on the potential of tuning hyperbolic properties of graphene/dielectric planar heterostructures. There have previously been experimental demonstrations of graphene-based hyperbolic media, nevertheless, the reported properties have remained fixed at the time of fabrication. No post-fabrication way to control the dielectric permittivity tensor ($\epsilon_o$ and $\epsilon_e$ in Eq. 1) has been reported until now.

Gating graphene when integrated with dielectric layers is difficult due to graphene’s two-dimensional nature with weak out-of-plane Van der Waals bonds that yield poor adhesion to most dielectric substrates. Furthermore, large-area graphene sheets on the order of mm²’s with gate-induced tunability are needed to perform metamaterial optical measurements at infrared frequencies. Exfoliated flakes are generally limited to sizes of 10s of μm, so large-area graphene samples grown by chemical vapor deposition and subsequently transferred from their growth substrates, are necessary. Additionally, deposition of large-area thin dielectric layers on graphene is challenging. Films prepared by electron-beam evaporation exhibit thermal stress-induced delamination. Films grown by atomic layer deposition (ALD) with an H₂O precursors exhibit difficulty in bonding to chemically-inert hydrophobic graphene, whereas ozone-based ALD processes oxidize graphene.

Here, we discuss how we overcome these challenges and are, thus, able to tune a graphene-based hyperbolic metamaterials.
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FIG. 1. Left: Schematic of a theoretical metamaterial stack.
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thereby yielding a broadband hyperbolic response. By contrast, here, we consider a polaritonic dielectric material, namely SiO2. The polaritonic resonances that all polar materials exhibit at infrared frequencies, at their Restrahl band, are typically not tunable, as they constitute a fundamental material property. Nevertheless, we show here that, upon the integration of graphene, it is feasible to actively tune these polaritonic resonances. Graphene provides a tunable character to the in-plane response of the composite graphene/SiO2 heterostructure, and its plasmonic nature assigns a hyperbolic frequency region near the polar resonance of SiO2, at a free-space wavelength of 20 µm. We are therefore able to experimentally observe, through multi-angle spectroscopic ellipsometry and transmittance measurements, a tunable epsilon-near zero permittivity along the in-plane direction near the surface phonon polaritonic resonance while leaving the out-of-plane response unchanged (due to the two-dimensional nature of graphene), thereby yielding a widely tunable hyperbolic response.

The metamaterial under consideration is depicted in Fig. 1 and is composed of a graphene monolayer sandwiched in between two SiO2 layers of thickness 300 nm. The alumina (Al2O3) layers depicted in Fig. 1 have thickness thickness 0.5 nm and are placed to prevent poor graphene adhesion. Particularly, a viable dielectric deposition method was developed consisting of functionalization of the surface by deposition of trimethylaluminium (TMA) or an aluminum nucleation layer to create a seed layer for additional deposition. A suitably thin layer of aluminum is needed so that it can fully oxidize and not compromise the electrical gating of the graphene. We found that deposition of Al2O3 via plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) resulted in reduced thermal stress and avoided delamination.

The graphene is grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and transferred onto the thermal oxide, whereas the top SiO2 film is deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The thickness of the film layers were measured by both a thin film analyzer and visible ellipsometry with a qualitative agreement of 2nm. Lithographically-defined patterns were used to deposit 3nm/100nm of Cr/Au contacts on the graphene layer, and were used to gate the graphene monolayer against the silicon substrate, which serves as the back-side contact for field-effect tuning.

Since the composite in Fig. 1 is extremely subwavelength to infrared light, one can homogenize it and assign an effective in-plane and out-of-plane dielectric response, namely ε0 and ε8. The two-dimensional nature of graphene leaves the out-of-plane response unaffected, therefore in the out-of-plane direction, this metamaterial behaves to far-field radiation effectively as bulk SiO2. By striking contrast, by electrostatically tuning the graphene carrier we can shift the epsilon-near-zero point of ε0, and therefore control the hyperbolicity of the heterostructure as shown in Fig. 2.

In estimating the Fermi level to which we can actively tune the doping level in graphene, we use a capacitor model based on the materials between the gate and the applied voltage

$$E_f = 0.031 \sqrt{V - V_{Dirac}}. \quad (2)$$

Experimentally, the location of the Dirac peak was determined via measuring change in sheet resistance. Furthermore, we use the Kubo formulæ calculate the sheet conductance σ from the E_f of graphene. This value can be used to compute the transfer matrix for graphene

$$\begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 4\pi\sigma/c & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$

We utilize the transfer matrix approach accounting for graphene via $\mathbf{G}$, and obtain the complex scattering amplitudes of the fields at different Fermi levels $E_f$. In these calculations, fabrication and material imperfections are removed by having, a priori, measured experimentally the individual layer thicknesses and optical constants of all thin films in the metamaterial, with ellipsometry. For example, in Fig. 2 a (b) we show the experimentally determined dielectric permittivity of the top and bottom SiO2 films shown in Fig. 1 where their small differences are are expected since the top SiO2 is deposited via PECVD whereas the bottom one is thermally grown. The scattering amplitudes are fed into previously developed parameter retrieval approach, from which we obtain an effective uniaxial tensorial dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon = \text{diag}(\varepsilon_0, \varepsilon_0, \varepsilon_0)$ that characterizes the metamaterial composite. This process is repeated at different gating voltages V, in other words for different Fermi levels $E_f$.

By taking spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements of the full metamaterial stack of Fig. 1 we perform an ellipsomet-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength (µm)</th>
<th>T(abs)</th>
<th>T(rel)</th>
<th>T(rel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 2. Ellipsometrically derived ε₀ for the graphene/SiO₂ metamaterial of Fig. 1 under applied bias, for three different Fermi levels E₀. Grey and black curves correspond to the homogeneous dielectric permittivity of the bottom and top SiO₂ films, respectively. (a) Imaginary part, and (b) real part. (c) Inset showing the epsilon-near-zero regime of ε₀ at different E₀’s.

For the effective dielectric permittivity ε = diag(ε₀, ε₀, ε_e) as a model to fit to the experimental data, namely the ellipsometric observables Ψ and Δ. In Fig. 2(a) and (b) we show the imaginary and real part of the ellipsometrically-derived in-plane permittivity ε₀, at different Fermi levels E₀. We note that the out-of-plane effective permittivity ε_e is not tunable as described above, and therefore is omitted. There resonant character of ε₀ near the regime of 20 µm is attributed to the surface phonon polaritonic resonance of SiO₂ at this wavelength, nevertheless this resonance has now become tunable via incorporation of a monolayer-thick graphene sheet in between SiO₂ films. As can be clearly seen in Fig. 2(c), by gradually tuning the Fermi level of graphene from E₀ = 0 eV (blue curves) to E₀ = 0.3 eV (green curves) to E₀ = 0.5 eV, we redshift the infrared response of the metamaterial by approximately a micron, i.e. from a near-zero crossing at 20 µm under no bias to 19 µm under large applied bias. Redshifting is expected as a response of applied bias because the electrostatic doping induces additional charge carriers in the graphene sheet, hence making the composite medium more metallic.

In addition to spectroscopic ellipsometry, we perform Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to measure the sample transmission, and compare with the results of spectroscopic ellipsometry shown above, derived based on initial parameter retrieval-based derivation of ε = diag(ε₀, ε₀, ε_e). Electrostatically gating the graphene induces changes in the transmission of the composite metamaterial, as shown in Fig. 3(c). Namely, as mentioned above, gating the graphene monolayer makes the composite metamaterial more metallic and, therefore, less transmissive, as shown with the colormap in Figs. 3(b) and (c). The dips near the wavelengths of 16 µm and 20 µm correspond to the two surface phonon polariton resonances of SiO₂, where the material absorbs resonantly, resulting in low transmittance. We note that, experimentally, graphene exhibits hysteresis, which is attributed to defects induced by the deposition of the aluminum layer, resulting in the discrepancies between experiment and theory. As the graphene is tuned, the Dirac peak shifts in the direction of applied bias, causing the sample to experience a reduced E₀, giving qualitative experimental agreement with theory without fitting parameters as can be seen in Fig. 3(c).

To further illustrate the epsilon-near-zero shifting and the resonant nature of the in-plane dielectric response of this metamaterial, i.e. ε₀, in Fig. 4 we show the relative change in dielectric permittivity, i.e. Δε = 100 × (ε₀,V=0 - ε₀,V=V₀)/ε₀,V=0, for two different applied bias corresponding to E_F=0.2 eV and to E_F=0.4 eV, with blue and red color, respectively. These calculations were performed using the experimentally derived values for the optical properties and thicknesses of the constituent components of the metamaterial, as described above. Near the surface phonon resonance of SiO₂ at 20 µm, significant tuning of the real part of ε₀ is observed, coming from the epsilon-near-zero tuning, which shifts by approximately 1 micron. Bearing in mind that the out-of-plane response

FIG. 3. (a) Absolute FTIR transmission over a range of Fermi levels. (b) Experimental data normalized to E_F=0, the Dirac point. (c) Experiment compared with theory, based on ellipsometric fits the thickness and optical properties constituent layers. Normalized to E_F=0. Deviations arise due to hysteresis of the graphene induced by charge trapping.
of this metamaterial ($\epsilon_\infty$ in Eq. 1) is not tunable due to the two-dimensional nature of graphene, as explained above, the change in sign of $\epsilon_\infty$ on the left axis in Fig. 4 corresponds to a topological transition of the isofrequency surface of this metamaterial.

In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated a graphene/polaritonic dielectric metamaterial with tunable epsilon-near-zero permittivity response. By tuning the Fermi level of graphene by 0.5 eV, we observe a shift of 1 μm in the near-zero response. Although previous theoretical proposals have focused on non-dispersive dielectric materials between graphene monolayers, here we showed that utilizing the polar response of dielectrics at infrared frequencies benefits tunability, and additionally provides means of tuning constitutive material properties of polar dielectrics and semiconductors, by incorporating graphene. Ellipsometry was used to determine the optical properties (dielectric response and thickness) of the constituent materials, and, based on effective parameter retrievals that homogenize the metamaterial, we experimentally characterized the full metamaterial stack. FTIR transmission measurements agree with our ellipsometric results, where transmission reduction is directly attributed to electrostatically induced charges in graphene and to epsilon-near-zero tuning.
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